Project ZARRFLE

1. Identification: The purpose of Project ZARRFLE is to set up, develop, and use a source of agents for Division D of foreign operations. Agents will be sought in several areas, including the United States, but some needs for operational security reasons will probably not be used in their countries of residence. Present developmental activity is being conducted in the US and Europe, but it is anticipated that this will be extended to other areas. The project will be operated against that country, installation and personnel.

2. Objective: The objective of this project is to meet requirements based on the need to provide Division D with agents subject to frequent rotation, so listing of sources would be valid for the duration of the project. Specific operations will be conducted on the basis of need and opportunity. The project will be conducted by Division D with assistance from CIA divisions and stations as needed.

3. Background: In response to the increasing requirements of Division D in 1962, began the setting up of a development activity, ZARRFLE, the same
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4. Operational results:

(1) Personnel: Of SFWN, 3 are under written contract as principal agents, with the primary task of spotting agents' operations. Of these, one was first contacted in 1958, in connection with an illegal narcotics operation into the United States. For a period of a year and a half, he was contacted as an operatively important contact, in behalf of the Bureau of Narcotics. Due to this Bureau's neglect, an excellent performance by QJewel on September 1963.
A junior annual salary: $7,200
Travel and expenses for:
A junior + other agents & agent candidates: $2,000
Here for: service by and
standby of agents and
agent candidates: $2,000
Travel of staff employees:
asigned in field activity: $2,500
Use of real estate, automobiles
and other transportation: $1,000
$14,700
Pay for agents on completion of job?
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1) Legal, ethical, moral, operational, political, non-attachment

2) Our own experience (CIA) (effective 12.1.72) and experience
of HHS (effective 12.1.72) to secure most
professional, proven, operationally competent, reliable, stable,
experienced, pro-officers (if unavailable), able to conduct polit
searches. Adequate to pull back if needed or knowledge, tell the lie.

3) Maximum security

a. Kubachi only (e.g., what does
mean here?); our approach to the truth, evidence,
b.c. In this Kubachi, one focal point for control
search, training, case efficiency, etc., D.A. activity
in this focal point mandatory. Did officially choose?
c. Max. security cable means for in-country
b. only; no restrictions on travel; possibility
of one man success (e.g., control base with
own) (non-attach) common word of mouth +
more brochure, etc.; (optional)
d. No. 112 or unauthorized; rigid case efficiency
from start to finish.
e. The approach to official govt.

f. Use of any agent who

g. Use of already started agents (e.g.,
on in the research)

A. Head of list, list of businessman who care
pass as foreigners.

5. The mission will include the establishment of a network of friends and relatives in the host country.

6. The mission will include the collection of intelligence on the host country's security personnel.

7. The mission will include the establishment of a network of friends and relatives in the host country.

8. The mission will include the collection of intelligence on the host country's security personnel.

9. The mission will include the establishment of a network of friends and relatives in the host country.

10. The mission will include the collection of intelligence on the host country's security personnel.
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SECRET

1. Keep operating area's identity, status, and function.
2. Maximum effort to minimize Aleutian only (e.g., how much down? New area? limitation on numbers? Basis for decision?)
3. Core focus on reaching, training, and support.
4. One-man, two-man, three-man core team.
5. Any operation to be rapidly core-official, no sell-shot role.

6. No chain of command permitting blackmail.
7. Don't meet any official in home territory.
8. Avoid contact with foreign officials until all possible contact has been established.

9. Planning should include provision for silence (or secrecy) in case of blow up. (If above occurred.)
10. Schedule operation, annul, those with record of crimes, those who have engaged in sexual type of crime.
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SECRET
11) Former resistance personnel offer possibilities (All archives)

12) Period of detention, surveillance, etc. for each selected

13) Person whose personnel wished should have some C.I. experience

14) To be decided

15) What are limits on item or individual to be selected? No time until ready to go.

16) For team for standby.
6. No
7. No project or papers except for case.
8. Principal Agent - [Redacted]
    [Redacted] Project Nov 1974
    cube 1500 - from 2B
    Mark spat again - chat at project - the links
9. [Redacted]
10. Targets who 2击破 - What know before we can spot
11. Case offiencing
12. [Redacted]
13. [Redacted]

Ed Left - Remember
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